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HEATHNOTES 

 

 

I do hope you enjoyed a wonderful Easter break and are adapting to the new more 

relaxed guidance.  Please continue to follow the rules and ensure that we can all 

work together to reach the end of this.  

This time last year we were near the start of these strangest of times. Eventually, 

we will emerge from it. As the Roman poet Virgil said: “Perhaps even these things, 

one day, will be pleasing to remember”.  

A huge thank you to the PE and SEND Department for the amazing Easter 

School—see page 6 

This is a busy term and we have a lot of things planned ; especially in the second 

half of the term when we hope to hold a Sports Day, a Transition day for Year 6 

and support with a Year 11 Prom and Year 13 Leavers Tea Party. 

Prior to that however, the focus is on building on and assessing the learning that 

has taken place over lockdown and the return to school and  so keeping focused is 

the priority for all our pupils. Pupils have returned, on the whole, with a positive 

frame of mind but there is still rom for improvement and this is a long term, where 

much can be achieved.  

I will send out a further letter re a session for parents of Year 11 and 13s to explain 

more details about the TAG processes and further details remanding you about 

school expectations. 

Well done for the great attendance—very impressive and let’s keep this up. 

I wish all our Muslim families a very happy Ramadan. 

All the best 

Emma Hillman 
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LUNCH MENU 

 

Please see  

Appendix 1 for 

this term’s lunch 

menu 

Encourage  -  Challenge  -  Succeed 

NEXT WEEK IS  

TIMETABLE… 

B 

REMINDERS 

 Please park carefully and considerately in the 

school vicinity.  

 False eyelashes are not allowed and need to be 

removed before school. Acrylic nails are also 

not permitted. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

 Thursday 20th May: Year 8 Parents Evening  

 

Message from the Head 
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Numeracy Update 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next week, on Tuesday 27th April 2021, some of our Year 7 and 8 Pupils will be taking part in the Junior 

UKMT Maths challenge!   

 
The Junior Mathematical Challenge is a  
60-minute, multiple-choice competition aimed at students across the UK. It  
encourages mathematical reasoning, precision of thought, and fluency in using basic mathematical  
techniques to solve interesting problems. The problems on the Junior Mathematical Challenge are designed 
to make students think. Most are accessible, yet still challenge those with more experience! 
 
All pupils who participate will receive a certificate but those who reach certain milestones will get a bronze, 
silver or gold certificate. There are even follow on rounds with bigger prizes available for those who achieve 
high enough scores! 
 
The following pupils will be participating this year: 
 

Year 7: Nasif Hussain  Paige Stein  Daniel Dennis  Caitlyn McCann  Chloe Furzer-Hammel  Ilir 

Gashi  Soriya Diya-Sinclair  Nivesh Tauckoordoyal  Leigha Riley  Ashirah Defroand  Theo  

Theodoulou  Emily Lu  Aisha Cogliandro  George Burnham  Farhan Mahmood  Yuhua Wang  

Mila MacFarland  Lihan Wang  Nehir Ulus  Darcy Wilson  Sebastian Terry  Chelan Jackson  

Deborah Ntiamoah.  

 

Year 8: Reece Burnett  Fatima Mohamed  Mathiry Senthilvannan  Reyyan Karacobanoglu 

Yasin Mirza  Ergi Osmani  Thenushaan Kularasasekaran  Lili Naing  Gabriela Pojawa  

Achshaiyan  Mahinthan  Rebecca Wheatley. 

 
We wish them the best of luck! 
 
Miss Collins and the Maths department.   
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Literacy Update 
 

 

Some great Accelerated Reader Quiz Results from 
our Year 7 and 8 students: 

 

Darcey Rudrum  - 100% correct 

Jacob Poole - 90% correct 

Evangeline Agass - 100% correct 

 

 

 

English Department’s Book of the Week is  
Listen to the Moon by Michael Morpurgo 

 

 

May, 1915. 
 
Alfie and his fisherman father find a girl 
on an uninhabited island in the Scillies – 
injured, thirsty, lost… and with absolutely 
no memory of who she is, or how she 
came to be there. She can say only one 
word: Lucy. 
Where has she come from? Is she a 
mermaid, the victim of a German U-boat, 
or even – as some islanders suggest – a 
German spy? 
Only one thing is for sure: she loves  
music and moonlight, and it is when she 
listens to the gramophone that the  
glimmers of the girl she once was begin 
to appear. 
WW1 is raging, suspicion and fear are 
growing, and Alfie and Lucy are ever 
more under threat. But as we begin to 
see the story of Merry, a girl boarding a 
great ship for a perilous journey across 
the ocean, another melody enters the 
great symphony – and the music begins 
to resolve… 
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Year Group News 
 

Year 9 

I know most pupils are excited to be in school and reconnecting with friends whom many have 
missed so dearly, however, the corridor and lesson change over noise levels are very distressing - 
please speak with your child to remain respectful to their surroundings and remind them that other 
pupils are in lessons.   

 
The toilet facility is only at break and lunch time; the toilets are locked all other times. Due to Covid, 
we must clean the toilets after each year group.   
 
Due to Covid, all year groups have a lunch seating plan where they must sit on their allocated 
chair. Unfortunately, a few pupils in Year 9 consistently sit in the wrong seat causing disruption. 
Please speak with your child regarding the importance of Track and Trace to avoid breach of Covid 
sanctions. 
 
I would very much like to avoid sanctions and individual IEU referrals but unfortunately, a few pupils 
are taking part in water fights. The weather is changing but it is not an excuse to waste water, bring 
disruption to the school day and create a hazardous environment. Please reiterate this at home to 
avoid any more referrals. 
 
Many pupils are part of group chats and have unknown people added by several participants. We 
have screened a few phones and have found inappropriate images but also, the search revealed 
unknown people in some group chats. I encourage parents to regularly screen phones and remind 
pupils about safe social media interactions. Please remind pupils to only communicate with 
people they or you know, and ensure images saved and/or redistributed are appropriate. 
 
Having completed a thorough uniform and equipment check, there were a few concerning areas:  
 PE kits should only to be worn on PE days – a few pupils are coming to school in their PE kits 

when they do not have PE on that day. 
 Uniform – the full uniform expectation can be found on the school website but we do not accept 

jeans in place of school trouser/skirt; hoodies are a banned item; no nail polish, fake nails and 
eyelashes and finally, nose piercings, all are not part of the  
uniform (even if the mask covers it). 

 Lanyards – pupils were very fortunate to be given a new red lanyard, plastic wallet/case and 
timetables twice (September and January). If pupils have lost/damaged this, you can contact Ms 
Warden (cwarden@heathcote.waltham.sch).  

 
The Year 9 Team have worked tirelessly to support pupils both in and out of school. Please  
encourage your child to have three things: 
1. Arrive with a ‘can-do’ or positive mind set. 
2. Avoid negative talk or actions. 
3. To persevere and smile. 
 
Finally, Happy Ramadan to those who are celebrating!  
I wish you a peaceful and purposeful month.  
 
Have a lovely weekend. 
  
Ms Gite  

 

 
 

 

mailto:cwarden@heathcote.waltham.sch
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Year Group News 
 
Year 12 and 13 

 

Now is a great time for Year 12 pupils to begin  
considering next steps – look at this UCAS link to find 
out more about Universities, Personal Statements, 
Careers and opportunities: 

https://www.ucas.com/events/ucasdiscovery-388981  

 

 

 

 

 

Business BTEC Event 

 

Both Year 12 BTEC Business classes, ran a  
Social Enterprise event - 12Bx1 ran their event on Tuesday 
30th of March 2021, whilst 12Bx2 ran their even on  
Wednesday 31st of Mach 2021.  

  

12Bx1 raised £31.20 in total during the event, of which the 
profits where donated to the 'Mind' Charity. 

  

12Bx2 raised £117.48 in total during the event, of which the 
profits will be donated to the 'Cancer Research' charity.  

https://www.ucas.com/events/ucasdiscovery-388981
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Other News 
 
Easter School 

 

The Easter School organised by the PE and SEN department was a major success. The provision 
aimed to increase pupils communication, confidence and competence in a broad range of activities ranging 
from volleyball to a scrap heap challenge. Following the success, we are currently undergoing the early 
stages of the Summer School provision planning. 

Below are some quotes from the pupils who attended the week after 
being asked the following questions: 

1. How have you found the session so far this morning? 

2. What has been your favourite part? 

3. What activities are you most looking forward to doing? 

 

Marley Dunne – 

1. “Very fun and I feel healthier, as I felt quite unhealthy due to 
lockdown and not being able to go out as much.” 

2. “Volleyball, dodgeball and capture the flag. Volleyball is my 
favourite sport and the new ones we are playing are very 
fun.” 

3. “Volleyball again as I would like to play that more.” 

 

Susie Weekes – 

1. “Cool and it is nice.” 

2. “Capture the flag or basketball as I like basketball a lot and 
have not been able to play much during lockdown. Playing 
capture the flag was fun because we went outside to play it.” 

3. “Volleyball because I want to see if I can get better at it.” 

 

Taio Thomas – 

1. “Good. It is fun and enjoyable as there are loads of  
activities.” 

2. “Capture the flag because it is fun running around and  
ripping off people’s tags.” 

3. “Dodgeball because I am good at it.” 

 

Janae Dennis – 

1. “Fun and it has got me out of the house to do something.” 

2. “I enjoyed most of the games but playing volleyball and  
capture the flag was the most fun.” 

3. “Hanging out with other people and playing sports.” 
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Other News 
 

Help us to win a Shade Sail! 

It’s competition time at Heathcote School as we are in with the 
chance of winning a canopy! A&S Landscape, a supplier of dining 
canopies for schools, is awarding a shade sail to one lucky 
school. The winner of this competition will be the school with the 
most votes so please help us to win!  

Post pandemic, we want to instil a love for learning, better mental 
health, sustainability and a respect for the outdoors and this 
would support us hugely with that. 

You can vote for our school using the link below: 

https://www.aandslandscape.co.uk/competition-page/  

Once you have voted don’t stop there! Please spread the  
message on to friends, parents and supplier’s websites as well as 
social media to help us win! 

 

 

https://www.aandslandscape.co.uk/competition-page/
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Other News 
 
Duke of Edinburgh 

This week Year 9 and 10 started planning their first trip into Epping 
Forest for their upcoming Duke of Edinburgh Expedition!  
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Praise Points 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Best in Form 

Form Name Total 

7.1 Khan, Amira 6 Points 

7.2 Stoughton, Wyatt 6 Points 

7.3 Gregory, Joe 6 Points 

7.4 Rudd, Jasmine 8 Points 

7.5 Mosescu, Laurentiu 4 Points 

7.6 Aras, Zuzanna 6 Points 

7.7 Miah, Nobin 5 Points 

8.1 Saleem, Aakifah 6 Points 

8.2 Newland, Lewis 3 Points 

8.3 Aslam, Zahra 2 Points 

8.4 Hussain, Haaris 2 Points 

8.5 Gheorghe, Alexandra 4 Points 

8.6 Agass, Evie 4 Points 

8.7 Naing, Lili 3 Points 

9.1 Avery, Harry 2 Points 

9.2 Dulcianu, Constantin 4 Points 

9.3 Fana, Alesia 4 Points 

9.4 Beer, Kiera 3 Points 

9.5 Cofie, Llewellyn 2 Points 

9.6 Balkus, Martin 2 Points 

9.7 Akinwonmi, Ishaq 3 Points 

10.1 Allsop, Freddie 2 Points 

10.2 Miah, Sarwar 3 Points 

10.3 Kurrimboccus, Sophia 2 Points 

10.4 Choudhury, Tasneema 2 Points 

10.5 Glondu, Aliah 2 Points 

10.6 Greczkowski, Olivier 4 Points 

11.1 Connellan-Marjai, Lilly 1 Points 

11.2 Taylor, Iyesha 2 Points 

11.3 Csibi, Eliza 1 Points 

11.4 Chaumun, Saadiyah 1 Points 

11.5 Cheikh, Marwa 1 Points 

11.6 Checik, Nicole 1 Points 

13.1 Lott, Rachel 2 Points 

13.5 Davis, Renee 2 Points 

Name Form Praise Rank 

Rudd, Jasmine 7.4 8 1 

Bowley, Ella 7.4 7 2 

McCann, Caitlyn 7.4 7 2 

Aras, Zuzanna 7.6 6 4 

Clark, Kaycielea 7.4 6 4 

Gregory, Joe 7.3 6 4 

Khan, Amira 7.1 6 4 

Lupu, Jessica 7.4 6 4 

Lwanga, Vanessa 7.4 6 4 

Saleem, Aakifah 8.1 6 4 

Stoughton, Wyatt 7.2 6 4 

Thomson, Ryan 7.3 6 4 
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Attendance 
 

 

Group Analysis by Attendance Category 

 

 

Whole School  

 

 

 

Year Group  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Group Presents AEA Authorised 
Absences 

Unauthorised 
Absences Possible % Attend 

Whole 
School 140179 1828 4854 3027 149976 94.7 

Totals 140179 1828 4854 3027 149976 94.7 

Group Presents AEA 
Authorised 
Absences 

Unauthorised 
Absences 

Possible % Attend 

Year 7 27695 11 714 449 28869 96.0 

Year 8 30702 11 1221 580 32514 94.5 

Year 9 30499 69 923 598 32111 95.2 

Year 10 28321 554 926 462 30308 95.3 

Year 11 22962 1183 1070 936 26172 92.3 

Totals 140179 1828 4854 3025 149974 94.7 
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Covid Home-
Testing Up-

date 

 

 

Appendix 1 
 

Lunch Menu 
 

 Meat option 
Vegetarian  

option 

Available 

daily 

Week 1    

 

 

Cheese Panini 

 

Choice of  

sandwiches 

 

Salads/Vegetables 

 

Yoghurts 

 

Fruit 

 

Water 

Monday 

Cheese and Sweetcorn 

Quiche with  

Diced Potatoes 

Jacket Potato and Beans 

Tuesday Chicken Korma and Rice  Vegetable Stir Fry 

Wednesday Sausages and Mash Vegetable Pasta Bake 

Thursday Jerk Chicken and Rice 
Cheese and Onion Tart, 

and Wedges 

Friday Fish and Chips Tex-Mex Wraps and Salad 

Week 2  

Monday 
Chilli Dog and  

Sauté Potatoes  
Arrabiata Pasta  

Tuesday 
Chicken Zinger Wrap and 

Salad 

Macaroni Cheese and  

Garlic Bread 

Wednesday Chicken Biryani  
Vegetable Samosa and 

Mixed Rice 

Thursday Jerk Chicken and Wedges Butternut Squash Curry 

Friday Fish Fingers and Chips Jacket Potato and Beans 


